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Abstract

Due to the high prevalence of domestic violence (DV) in the United States and across the world, as well as the significant psychological and mental health issues that arise in both victims and perpetrators, it is essential for there to be both clinical and risk assessment for DV. The ability to identify individuals who are at greater risk for DV perpetration, in addition to the ability to accurately predict the risk of an offender to commit a violent act again, would serve numerous purposes in the criminal justice system, clinical settings, treatment options, and victim safety planning. Few comprehensive studies have approached the concept of DV prediction. This review identifies a particular set of characteristic factors and risk assessments that can be used for the prediction of DV perpetration and re-offense. This study finds that the presence of a history of violence within an individual, along with high scores on the Spousal Assault Risk Assessment, establishes the highest predictive value among DV recidivism. With the ability to accurately assess the risk of DV re-offense, these methods can be utilized to predict future violent acts. A careful assessment of other risk factors, including neurobiological and genetic, as well as other assessments are identified in this paper. In addition to an increasing quantity of assessments being developed, it is recommended for clinicians to assess both these factors and the assessments before decisions regarding prediction are made.
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**Predicting Domestic Violence: Risk Factors and Clinical Assessments**

DV, also known as Intimate Partner Violence (IPV), is a significant problem in the United States affecting more than 10 million adults annually (Black et al., 2010). Since the coronavirus plague emerged in 2020, DV rates have dramatically increased in several countries as pandemic lockdowns and stay-at-home orders have been enforced, forcing DV victims to remain trapped in isolation with their abuser (Matoori et al., 2020). Domestic violence is generally defined as abuse perpetrated by one intimate partner against another and includes physical, sexual, and psychological violence (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020). According to The National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey, DV accounts for nearly 21% of all violent crime (Smith et al., 2017).

In the United States, DV is a public health issue with legal consequences for perpetrators. Numerous organizations compile yearly DV statistics based on the number of cases reported and physical outcomes for victims including the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (NCADV) and Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), but these statistics often fluctuate. Affecting all races and ethnicities, the frequency and severity of DV cases vary considerably as it is highly underreported due to the personal nature of the crime. As of 2018, more than 80% of IPV victims did not seek help or receive assistance and only 47% of cases reported the crime to the police (Morgan et al., 2019). Due to this, actual prevalence rates of DV are most likely higher than the data shows.

Domestic violence is more common against women, with one in four women experiencing severe IPV as compared to one in nine men (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020) with women being five to eight times more likely to become victims than men (Brodwin & Siu, 2007). According to the CDC, homicide is the fifth leading cause of death for women
ages 18 to 44; an estimated 45% of female homicide victims are killed by an intimate partner contrasted with 6% of male homicides (Petrosky et al., 2017). In addition, DV results in substantial psychological complications for victims and those who are exposed to violence in the home, such as children or other family members. In a study of DV effects on children and their mothers, a documented 40% of children and 50% of mothers presented symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (Chemtob, 2004). Depression is also a common mental health problem for victims of domestic abuse, with more than 50% of a battered women sample meeting the criteria for major depressive disorder (Cascardi et al., 2004). This data reveals how high of a prevalence DV rates are among women.

Due to the high prevalence of DV in the United States and across the world, as well as the significant psychological and mental health issues that arise in both victims and perpetrators, it is essential for there to be both clinical and risk assessment for DV. With the US contributing nearly $3.41 trillion dollars to address the subject of crime annually (Office, 2017), the ability to identify individuals who are at greater risk for committing violent criminal behavior, such as domestic violence offenders, would greatly benefit the criminal justice system’s decisions regarding bail, jail sentencing, probation, and treatment plans for offenders (Poldrack et al., 2017). These decisions, in addition to the ability to accurately predict the risk of an offender to commit a violent act again, can also aid in the prevention of future violent acts. Prediction of future violence is, generally, defined as the anticipation of a future violent act and encompasses whether an individual possesses a risk to the community (Poldrack et al., 2017). With the seriousness of DV, psychologists need the appropriate knowledge and the ability to identify risk factors that may assist with the protection of victims, aid in the management of offenders, and decrease the prevalence DV.
Numerous clinical assessments and the presence of risk factors can be utilized when trying to assess an individual or group’s likelihood of committing DV against a spouse, family members, or relatives. However, it is important to note that the existing scope of literature on DV prediction indicators is outdated and does not provide a single clear, or set of clear, indicators that would accurately identify individuals who are at a greater risk for repeating future domestic violent acts. It is hypothesized that the best way to predict violence is by examining an individual’s past for previous violence, as often past violence leads to future violence. This thesis aims to investigate this claim, as well as formulate and recommend the most effective clinical assessments to use to predict this future violence.

The purpose of this thesis is to determine the most accurate, current, and effective collection of clinical assessments to use to predict future DV acts and risk with the highest possible validity and reliability. This paper addresses the following specific research goals: (a) an overview of prior research on the best methods to predict future domestic violence; (b) what are the most accurate types of demographic, social, genetic, and neurobiological risk factors that can be analyzed in future and repeat offenders; (c) a clear collection of clinical assessments that can be used to predict and help prevent prospective DV cases.
Background on Risk Assessment Tools

A. Risk Assessment Tools

Before discussing tools and previously conducted studies of risk assessment, it is important to define risk assessment as it will be used in this thesis. Risk assessment is the process of identifying, analyzing, and quantifying the probability that an individual will engage in a certain type of behavior (Heilbrun et al., 2010). There are two types of risk assessment: clinical and actuarial, as will be described below. Extensive research on risk assessment indicate that these tools improve the accuracy of professional judgements regarding decisions about the likelihood of future criminal behavior and violence (Grove et al., 2000).

Within the literature of risk assessment, there is a distinction made between “clinical” prediction, also called structured clinical judgement, and “actuarial” (statistical) prediction (Poldrack et al., 2017). Actuarial risk assessment instruments (ARAI) are based off statistical models of risk factors, supported by research as being predictive of future offending, and giving these factors numeric value. These models generally rate and combine variables to then generate a mathematical risk score or category (Buchanan et al., 2012). ARAIs vary widely upon the risk factors that are measured, as decisions about which factors to include fluctuate based off research findings and the type of risk being measured. Moving to the second category of risk assessment, this type involves structured clinical judgement (SCJ) which relies on a clinician’s ability to determine the risk of an individual based off personal knowledge on both static and dynamic risk factors (Buchanan et al., 2012). SCJ tools do not produce a risk score, rather the clinician determines the risk estimate and makes suggestions on how this risk is to be managed. There has been significant instability and debate about which of these approaches are more accurate when predicting risk.
B. The History of Use of Risk Assessment Tools in Domestic Violence Cases

Specialized tools of risk assessment have been developed for cases of DV to assess if an individual has a low, medium, or high risk of re-offending. The use of risk assessment tools in the United States relating to DV was first introduced in the 1990s after a surge of policy changes increased the number of cases entering the criminal justice system (Cattaneo and Goodman, 2003), creating a need for risk assessment. This led to a growth of scientific research concerning risk predictors for DV. Risk assessment has become a common practice among professionals concerning decisions about domestic violence.

There have been several identified risk factors, with many appearing on DV risk assessment tools. Some examples of these risk factors include: two or more instances of violent behavior within the previous year, substance abuse, and a history of psychological problems. Straus (1991) developed a “List of Criteria for Identifying Life-Threatening Risk Among Violent Men”: the first list of risk factors associated with DV (Dutton and Kropp, 2000). In 1997, Daniel Sonkin created another risk factor list, “The Perpetrator Assessment Handbook” which was intended for use by clinicians, but Sonkin alerted his readers that the chances of correctly predicting future violent behavior using his list was 50-50 (Dutton and Kropp 2000). This low prediction value allowed for the creation of a comprehensive risk instruments guide “A Review of Domestic Violence Risk Instruments” created by Donald Dutton and P. Kropp in 2000. This guide served as an attempt to empirically validate domestic risk assessments previously made such as the “Domestic Abuse Scale” (1995), “Psychopathy Checklist” (1997), and “Spousal Assault Risk Assessment” (1998). There are several limitations of this guide, as there was very little published research on the validity and reliability of these tools at the time. Dutton and Kropp also noted in their study that while this guide could be used, it should “constitute one part
… used to make determinations of risk” (Dutton and Kropp, 2000), as there are more variables, assessment methods, and criteria that constantly evolve.

While Dutton and Kropp’s guide is the last full attempt at a comprehensive DV guide, there are several more studies reviewing risk assessments, as the demand for accurate evaluation of risk increased in the criminal justice system. In 2005, a validation study, “The RAVE Study,” was completed by conducting interviews of 782 DV female victims. This study analyzed both participant characteristics (race, education, employment, etc.) and the validity and reliability of various risk assessment tools (focused on an SCJ approach) (Roehl et al., 2005). While this study was the largest test of predictive accuracy at the time and researchers found that the risk assessment methods correctly classified most of the women re-assaulted, there were several limitations such as its primary reliance on victim interviews and the inability to analyze more than four risk assessments out of numerous to exist. Additional research would need to be done, as they recommended a formal method as well as a combination of ARAIs and clinician judgement would be the best approach (Roehl et al., 2005).

Years later the number of commercially available DV risk assessment measures increased dramatically, with over 150 existing measures (Fazel et al., 2012). Accordingly, there was continued analysis of these risk assessments. In 2012, a systematic review of 73 risk assessment samples, a total of 24,847 participants spanning 13 countries, was completed (Fazel et al., 2012) with the goal of examining the predictive validity of these tools. Researchers found that these assessments performed moderately in predicting individuals of higher risk, with a high rate of negative predictive value (Fazel et al., 2012). With the negative predictive value being so high, the study was able to accurately predict subjects that did not pose a high risk, thus, they were able to effectively screen out low-risk individuals (Fazel et al., 2012). Large limitations in this
study included the exclusion of a clinician’s judgement, proven to be useful in prediction
determination, and high rates of heterogeneity amongst the sample participants.

Finally, in 2014, as comparative analysis of DV predictors was created using several proven
descriptive risk factors. This study was done on 140 domestic violence victims, again all women,
aged between 23 and 32 years old. This study concluded that level of education and occupational
status was a significant predictor of DV in victims (Golu, 2014). Participants who did not have
an occupation or were housewives, and those who did not have a university diploma were found
to have a significant prediction influence of those who had experienced DV (Golu, 2014).

C. Future of Domestic Violence Risk Assessment Instruments

DV risk assessment tools serve many purposes and can be used in many different
environments such as sentencing, probation, bail, treatment, and victim safety planning. There
are several strengths in using DV risk assessments, but they also come with limitations as
well. Concerning strengths, these tools allow for a more accurate method and baseline of
assessing the dangerousness of an individual in a clinical or criminal justice system as
compared to relying solely on a clinician’s judgement. Regarding limitations and due to
limited research, there is currently no determination of which DV risk assessment tool is the
most accurate, reliable, and valid for predicting intimate partner violence.

It is important to note that there is no occurrence of a comprehensive guide outlining risk
factors containing both actuarial and structured clinical judgement assessments. It has been
recommended that researchers consider sources of information based off individual risk factors
in addition to the use of specific clinical tools (Roehl et al., 2005). As of 2019, the
predictive, concurrent, and construct validity of eighteen risk assessments, made for clinical and criminal justice practices, has been successfully identified and researched (Graham et al., 2019).

Using this research, along with numerous other sources, past analyses, and new data concerning risk factors, it is now possible for a comprehensive guide containing both actuarial and structured clinical judgement assessments to be made. This guide would be essential to aide in the accurate prediction of DV offenders, thus serving as a baseline for clinicians to use when assessing risk. This thesis also aims to bridge the gap in previous research and provide a holistic collection of risk factors and clinical assessments (actuarial and clinical) to use to predict future DV risk with the highest possible validity and reliability.
Demographic Correlates

While DV occurs in all demographic groups, there are some characteristics that have been found to relate to the perpetration of intimate partner violence. A summary of these findings is offered in Table 1. There is an overlap between some correlates, with socioeconomic status fitting into both domestic and situational characteristics.

A. Sex

Women are more likely to be victims of DV, while men are more likely to be DV offenders. From the years 1994 to 2010, approximately four in five victims of DV were women (Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020), with men representing around 15% of the victim population (Huecker and Smock, 2020). In all domestic abuse cases where coercive controlling violence takes place, nearly 97% of the perpetrator population are males who have a female partner (Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, n.d.). It is important to note that while the number of female abusers seem small, the male victim population report abuse at a much lower rate than that of with women victims (Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, n.d.). Transgender individuals have a higher risk of DV and are approximately two times more likely to experience physical DV as compared to cisgender individuals (Huecker and Smock, 2020).

B. Race

Victims of DV are more likely to be people of color, with the highest rates occurring in African American and Native American women. According to the 2020 National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey, approximately four out of 10 non-Hispanic Black women, American Indian, and Alaskan Native (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020). Additionally, one in two multi-racial non-Hispanic women have been a victim of DV (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020). This rate is 30 to 50% higher than what is
experienced by White non-Hispanic, Hispanic, and Asian women (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020).

C. Age

Women between the ages of 18 to 24 have the highest rates of DV, followed by women between the ages of 25 to 34 and men between the ages of 18 to 25 have the highest rates of victimization (Black et al., 2011). According to the CDC, 5 million acts of DV occur annually to women aged 18 years and older, with 3 million involving men (Huecker and Smock, 2020). Nearly one in ten high school students have experienced IPV in the last year alone (Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020). Nearly 26% of women and 15% of men who have been victims of DV first experienced these incidents before the age of 18 (Preventing, 2020). According to the CDC, elderly abuse is highly underreported, but is thought to occur in three to 10% in the population of elders (Huecker and Smock, 2020).

D. Location

Rates of DV are higher in regional, rural, and remote geographic areas. While DV occurs in all geographic locations in the United States, there are several studies that determine the prevalence, frequency, and severity of IPV can differ by rurality and variance in geographic access to resources (Peek-Asa et al., 2011). As of 2011, women in small, rural, and isolated areas reported the highest prevalence, frequency, and severity of domestic violence (22.5%) as compared to women living in an urban area (15.5%) (Peek-Asa et al., 2011). As of 2017, the Bureau of Justice Statistics created a report that noted only 41.4% of violent crimes (including domestic violence) are reported to the police (BJS, 2017). These low reporting rates are due to several reasons, a significant one being the fact that individuals living in rural areas have a higher prevalence of disparities in access to violence services and must travel a much greater
distance to reach existing services (Peek-Asa et al., 2011). In the United States as of 2021, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Missouri have the highest DV statistics with more than 41.8% of the female population and 35.2% of the male population experiencing domestic abuse in their lifetimes (Domestic Violence by State, 2021). These states have reached epidemic levels of DV (Neiss-May, B, 2019).

E. Sexual Orientation

Victims of DV are higher among individuals who identify as being lesbian, bisexual, or gay. As of 2020, 44% of lesbian women and 61% of bisexual women experience rape, physical violence, and/or stalking by an intimate partner (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020); rates significantly higher than that of heterosexual women (35%). Literature for non-heterosexual couples is highly limited (Dutton, 2012; Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, n.d).
Table 1. Demographic Correlates of Domestic Violence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Variables</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Victims:</td>
<td>Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020; Huecker and Smock, 2020; Office for the prevention of domestic violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Females are more frequently known and reported victims</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transgendered individuals have highest risk of being victims.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perpetrators:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Men more frequently perpetrators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>Highest rate of Victimization:</td>
<td>National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• African Americans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Native Americans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowest Rate of Victimization:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• White non-Hispanic, Hispanic, and Asians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Highest occurrence:</td>
<td>Black et al., 2011; Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020; Huecker and Smock, 2020; Preventing, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Females: 18 to 24 years old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Males: 18 to 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Rates higher in:</td>
<td>BJS, 2017; Domestic Violence by State, 2021; Neiss-May, B, 2019; Peek-Asa et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Rural areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>States:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Oklahoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Kentucky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Orientation</td>
<td>Highest rates among individuals identifying as bisexual, lesbian, or gay</td>
<td>National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Social and Situational Correlates

All the following risk factors have been categorized into social and situational correlations. A summary of these findings is offered in Table 2.

A. History of Violence

One of the primary and most supported correlates of DV re-abuse is the presence of prior relationship aggression, when an individual perpetrating violence against a spouse or significant other committed this violence against the same person previously. It is very rare for an incident of domestic abuse to occur in isolation. In older longitudinal case studies, researchers found that among men who perpetrated aggression prior to marriage 51% continued to engage in aggression during the first year of marriage (Murphy and O’Leary, 1989). Since this study, completed in 1989, this correlation between past DV predicting future domestic violence has remained upheld. In a 2020 study, prior history of DV was found to serve as a risk factor for IPV amongst newly released incarcerated DV offenders (Walters, 2020). This theme can also be observed in another study of DV victims, with 32 out of 36 women screened for DV experiencing physical and verbal aggression within the next three months of reporting (Houry et al., 2004).

B. History of Abuse

There has been a proven correlation between children who have been exposed to DV and those who grow up to abuse their relationships and families (Nixon et al., 2013). Approximately 45 million children will be exposed to violence during childhood (Huecker and Smock, 2020), with an estimated 3.3 to 10 million children being exposed in the United States (Carlson, 1984; Straus and Gelles, 1990). Between 60 and 75% of family households in which DV takes place, child abuse also exists (Edleson, 1997; Rakovec-Felser, 2014). Children who are exposed to DV are often exposed to physical and emotional abuse, coercion, and manipulative behaviors (Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2000). These DV exposures increase the risk of these children developing and experiencing dating violence, having post-traumatic stress disorder, aggressive behavior, academic problems, and have a higher incidence of substance abuse (Huecker and Smock, 2020). These higher prevalence rates can also cause increased hyperactive, and/or aggressive behaviors (Huecker and Smock, 2020). Increased frequency, severity, and duration of violence in the home is more likely to cause the child to develop these behaviors (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2000). Male child victims tend to exhibit externalizing behaviors (e.g., aggression) while female children exhibit more internalizing behaviors (e.g., withdrawal or depression) (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2000). Research shows that these behaviors and an abusive home environment are linked to male perpetration of DV and many female victims come from abusive family backgrounds (Adams, 2007). In a 2008 study, women who witnessed interparental violence were 72% more likely to experience physical violence as compared to women who did not (Gover et al., 2008).

C. Social Class

Social class can be interpreted in a variety of ways based on both social and economic status. Occupation and income serve as key components in determining social class for individuals.

As of 2019, the occupation with the highest rate of DV perpetration is police officer, with a minimum finding of 40% of families with officers having experienced some type of domestic violence within the household (Gottlieb, 2019). Police officers in the United States are nearly four times more likely to perpetrate acts of domestic violence than the general population (Intimate Partner Violence Resource Guide, 2017). Physically demanding and violent occupations such as sports, police, and military are the highest group of domestic abusers
(Intimate Partner Violence Resource Guide, 2017). It is thought that individuals exhibiting aggressive tendencies required for some occupational obligations can transfer those to the home. Several studies also indicate that more than 27% of victims report job loss as a direct consequence of DV (Swanberg et al., 2006). Victims of DV who are without an occupation are more likely to experience higher levels of DV (Golu, 2014).

While all income levels have some degree of DV cases, lower income households experience a higher level of incidents. As of 2014, households earning between $15,000 and $24,999 reported slightly higher rates of DV than other income brackets (Intimate Partner Violence Resource Guide, 2017; Bonomi et al., 2014). Lower income and poverty-stricken households are more likely to have DV disputes due to higher stress levels concerning financial issues which have been shown to drive aggression and violence (Abramsky et al., 2019). Poverty also serves as the primary driver of the continuation of the abuser having power over a victim (Neiss-May, B, 2019), due to household financial stressors. Victims in low-income households also have less access to resources and thus become entrapped in the cycle of abuse or face homelessness (Neiss-May, B, 2019). In heterosexual couples, research shows that women contributing more financially as compared to their partners had a greater risk for experiencing DV (Abramsky et al., 2019).

D. Weapon Availability

Firearms significantly contribute to DV in the United States, as abusers use them to threaten, coerce, control, kill, and are involved in 19% of cases (Domestic Violence and Firearms, 2020; National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020). Research published by the American Journal of Public Health found that DV situations with the presence of a firearm become increasingly more violent, as the risk of homicide to victims, other family members, bystanders,
and coworkers escalates as well (Campbell et al., 2003). This risk of homicide increases by 500% in the presence of a gun (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020), and a study of DV homicides found that 20% of victims were not the intimate partner themselves but other family members, friends, and neighbors. Nearly 4.5 million women in the US have been threatened with a gun; with nearly 1 million women being shot or shot at by an intimate partner or spouse (Domestic Violence and Firearms, 2020). Over half of all domestic violence homicides are committed with guns (Grinshteyn et al., 2015), and women are five times more likely to be murdered by an abusive partner who has access to a gun.

E. Education Level

Lack of education serves as a large risk factor for DV. Lack of education in this thesis is defined as having earned less than a high school diploma. Victims experiencing higher rates of DV often have less education experience compared to women earning a college level degree or higher (Rapp et al., 2012). Levels of higher education have been linked to lowering the rate of DV by nearly 7% (Golu, 2014). Having a higher level of education, and having the potential to earn a higher income gives victims an elevated sense of power or higher social status, thus, reducing the level of DV cases compared to those who are less educated with lower job income potential (Shiraz, 2016).

F. Substance Use

There is a strong correlation between substance use (alcohol and/or drug use) and domestic abuse (World Health Organization, 2006). Substance abuse occurs in 40 to 60% of all reported DV cases (Soper, 2014). Researchers identify a stronger correlation between alcohol use over drug use and DV (Watkins et al., 2014; Shorey et al., 2014). Alcohol use of the perpetrator, victim, or both parties increase both the occurrence and severity of DV incidents (World Health
The World Health Organization reports that roughly 55% of domestic abusers drinking alcohol prior to assault and women who are victims of abuse are 15 times more likely to abuse alcohol (World Health Organization, 2006). This correlation is further supported with excessive alcohol consumption and the number of binge drinking episodes as a strong correlate with DV perpetration and victimization, especially in individuals aging 18 to 23 (Shorey et al., 2014; Watkins et al., 2014). According to the CDC, a binge drinking episode is defined as having five or more drinks for men or having four or more drinks for women in a two-hour time frame (CDC, 2019). Alcohol directly affects cognitive and physical functioning, thus reducing self-control and leaving individuals less capable of negotiating non-violent resolutions to relationship conflicts (World Health Organization, 2006).

**G. Pop Culture Influences**

Children and adolescents exposed to highly violent video games and television programs are shown to exhibit more aggressive behaviors and can contribute to levels of violence within these individuals. Studies ranging from 2004 to 2019 show these indications and find positive correlations between exposure to violent media (television, movies, video games) and aggressive behaviors in adolescence (Shao & Wang, 2019; Snider, 2019). This data supports the General Aggression Model (GAM) which states that violent video games can enable children and teenagers to acquire, repeat, and reinforce aggressive knowledge structures (e.g., aggressive beliefs, schemata, desensitization) (Shao & Wang, 2019; Snider, 2019). With the GAM, aggressive behaviors are prompted and validated in the child’s developing brain, thus increasing the possibility of aggression and violence (Shao & Wang, 2019).

**H. Peers**
Being involved in Greek life at the university level and having delinquent peer associations serve as the strongest predictors of younger DV cases (under the age of 25) (Anderson & Danis, 2007; Capaldi et al., 2012; Ferguson et al., 2009). In DV cases occurring at the college age level, there is an association found between individuals who participate in a fraternity or sorority, as a Northwestern university revealed; showing that women in Greek life were nearly six times more likely to experience DV than women who did not belong to a sorority (Anderson & Danis, 2007). Teenagers and young adults who have delinquent (e.g., participated in stealing, nonviolent and violent behaviors) peer influences have a higher rate of exerting abusive and aggressive behaviors (Capaldi et al., 2012; Ferguson et al., 2009).
Table 2. Social and Situational Correlates of Domestic Violence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Variables</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Select References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History of Violence</td>
<td>Perpetrators who had offended in the past are much more likely to re-offend.</td>
<td>Houri et al., 2004; Murphy and O’Leary, 1989; Walters, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Abuse</td>
<td>Children who witnessed interparental abuse and who were exposed to child abuse are more likely to be domestic violence victims or abusers.</td>
<td>Adams, 2007; Gover et al., 2008; Huecker and Smock, 2020; Nixon et al., 2013; Rakovec-Felser, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Class</td>
<td>Occupations for perpetrators are generally physically demanding or violent jobs, followed by female-dominated jobs. Lower income households are more likely to have domestic violence incidents.</td>
<td>Abramsky et al., 2019; Bonomi et al., 2014; Gottlieb, 2019; Intimate Partner Violence Resource Guide, 2017; Neiss-May, B, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapon Availability</td>
<td>Rates of domestic violence homicides increase with the availability of weapons to the abuser.</td>
<td>Domestic Violence and Firearms, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Level</td>
<td>Higher levels of education decrease the risk of a domestic violence incident.</td>
<td>Golu, 2014; Rapp et al., 2012; Shiraz, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Use</td>
<td>Binge drinking and drug use of the victim and/or perpetrator are linked to higher rates of domestic violence.</td>
<td>CDC, 2019; Shorey et al., 2014; Soper, 2014; Watkins et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop Culture Influences</td>
<td>Children and teens exposed to higher levels of violent tv shows and gaming are more likely to exhibit aggressive behaviors.</td>
<td>Shao &amp; Wang, 2019; Snider, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers</td>
<td>Individuals in Greek life have a higher risk of being victims to or being an abuser. Delinquent peers serve as an increasing factor for young adults.</td>
<td>Anderson &amp; Danis, 2007; Capaldi et al., 2012; Ferguson et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Domestic Correlates

All the following correlates have been categorized into domestic (e.g., relationship, household) correlations. A summary of these findings is offered in Table 3.

A. Relationship and/or Marital Instability

Relationship and/or marital instability will be categorized into separation, divorced couples (current or filed), cohabitation, and jealous emotionality.

It is commonly found that the termination of a relationship by the victim dramatically increases the risk for, and escalation of, DV. Abusers will repeatedly go to extreme measures to prevent the victim from leaving, thus this action results in one of the most dangerous times for a victim experiencing DV (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020). Women are 500 times more at risk for DV when they leave that relationship (Mitchell, 2017). It is also important to note that the time after a victim leaves an abusive relationship also marks the highest lethal rates of DV, with more than 70% of DV murders occurring at the time of separation or after the victim had left their abuser (Domestic Violence Statistics, 2013). While rates of DV spike during the time of separation for some; for others the end of a relationship may be the first time violence occurs (Hall et al., 2014), with 42.8% of stalking victims reporting that their victimization began after the relationship ended (Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000).

Divorced or separated individuals (mainly women) report more incidents of violence as compared to women who remain married (Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000). Five studies reported that compared to married women, those who were separated or divorced were more likely to have a history of DV (Hall et al., 2014). A study by the University of Arizona found that couples having a history of DV before divorce are more likely to experience more violence in the first twelve months following the separation (Everett-Haynes, 2015).
Partners living apart from one another due to marital conflicts report higher incidents of DV. Married women living apart from their husbands are four times more likely to report rape, physical assault, and/or stalking compared to those living with their husbands (Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000). This trend is similar with male victims who were three times more likely to report victimization from their wives (7%) compared to men who lived with their spouse (2.4%) (Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000).

Feelings of jealousy towards a partner is associated with DV rates. In a study examining male perpetration, jealous emotionality was associated with arrests for IPV, higher severity of injuries, and was also a predictor of aggression towards partners (Kerr and Capaldi, 2011). Following the control of demographic and other domestic variables, sexual jealousy and possessiveness (in younger couples especially) serves as a large predictor for higher rates of relationship violence in both biological and stepfamilies (Giordano et al., 2010).

B. Pregnancy

Pregnancy among victims serves as a stressor in relationships, often causing rates of DV to increase, with the average reported prevalence of IPV during pregnancy being 30% emotional, 15% physical, and 8% sexual abuse (Huecker et al., 2021). DV affects nearly 325,000 (nearly one in four) pregnant women annually, with nearly 10% of pregnant hospital admissions being due to DV abuse (Huecker and Smock, 2020). Women in abusive relationships report the inability to make autonomous decisions regarding contraception; high rates of contraceptive sabotage from their abuser; reproductive coercion, and are much less likely to inform their partner about pregnancy (Hall et al., 2014). Reproductive coercion is defined as a form of power and control where a partner strips another of the ability to control their own reproductive system (Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020). One article studying male perpetrators found that 48.9% of
them involved in a relationship where their partner became pregnant resulted in a termination of pregnancy (Hall et al., 2014). Higher rates of stress, depression, and addiction to substances is also present in abused, pregnant women, often causing harm to the fetus or miscarriage (Huecker et al., 2021).

C. Children

The presence of children in a relationship can increase the rate and complexity of DV perpetration. Families with children are more likely to experience DV incidents with nearly 45 million children exposed to violence during childhood, accounting for 10% of children annually (Huecker et al., 2021). In nearly 43% of IPV incidents involving female victims children are residents of the households (The Facts on Children and Domestic Violence, 2008). Children often become a tactic and abusive mechanism for perpetrators to gain control over their victims, as abusive partners will threaten to harm or take the child away as a form of regaining power over the victim (Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020). Perpetrators will often batter their children in addition to their partners 30 to 60% of the time, with 80 to 90% of DV victims abusing or neglecting their children as well (Huecker et al., 2021). Children also put pressure on the abused parent to stay with their partner due to fear of retaliation; fear of losing child custody, and out of concern that it is in the child’s best interest to keep the family together (Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020).
Table 3. Domestic Correlates of Domestic Violence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Correlates</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marital Instability</td>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>Domestic Violence Statistics, 2013; Everett-Haynes, 2015; Giordano et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2014; Kerr and Capaldi, 2011; Mitchell, 2017; National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020; Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Victim separation from abuser increases risk for DV perpetration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divorce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Divorced victims report more incidents of DV compared to those remaining married.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohabitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Couples living apart report higher DV incidents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jealousy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Jealous emotionality in abusers increase risk of DV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>Pregnancy among DV victims increase DV rates</td>
<td>Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020; Hall et al., 2014; Huecker and Smock, 2020; Huecker et al., 2021;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>The presence of children within a DV household can increase the rate of DV. Children in these households also experience higher rates of DV against them and serve as an abusive mechanism for perpetrators.</td>
<td>Domestic Violence Statistics, 2020; Huecker et al., 2021; The Facts on Children and Domestic Violence, 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biological Correlates

Aggression and impulsivity have been shown to have substantial heritability, ranging from nearly 44 to 72% of the trait being due to biological influences and genetics (Siever, 2008). Interactions between genes and the environment play a large role in these traits and contribute to the development of antisocial behaviors, thus having a large impact on the risk for DV perpetration (Siever, 2008). Environmental influences can include both situational and domestic factors as described previously such as childhood maltreatment. All the following factors have been categorized into biological correlations. A summary of these findings is offered in Table 4.

A. Genetic Factors

Genetic factors discussed will include intergenerational transmission of DV, the monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A) gene, variations in frontal lobe development, and levels of serotonin within the brain.

Intergenerational transmission can be defined as individual abilities, behaviors, and traits transferred from parents to their children (Black et al., 2010; Hines and Saudino, 2002). These transmissions are generally environmental through violence witnessed during childhood and adolescence, thus intergenerational transmission of violence has been a large theoretical reason to explain why DV tends to transfer from interparental aggression to subsequent relationships for children (Black et al., 2010; Choi, 2020). With previous research and literature showing this pattern of intergenerational transmission of IPV, there has been additional research done to examine the extent of genetic effects for the risk of DV tendencies. In a 2004 study examining intimate partner aggression, 175 pairs of same-sex adult twins (134 monozygotic, 41 dizygotic) were examined through correlational analyses relating to genetic relatedness (monozygotic sharing 100% genetics, dizygotic sharing 50%) (Hines and Saudino, 2004). Approximately 16 to
22% of psychological aggression was due to twins’ shared genes, with the remaining percent due to twins’ environmental influences (Hines and Saudino, 2004). This research provided preliminary evidence that while DV is largely influenced by environmental causes, it can be influenced by genetics as well. The importance of the biological and genetic component relating to intergenerational transmission of violence has been demonstrated in a variety of research and can be a factor influencing the presence of DV tendencies in adults (Besemer, 2017; Choi, 2020; Pinto et al., 2010; Safranoff and Tiravassi, 2018).

Abnormal versions of the monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A) gene, located on the X chromosome, has been linked to aggressive behaviors (Choi, 2020; DeWall et al., 2014; Garcia-Arocena, 2015; Ouellet-Morin et al., 2016; Pinto et al., 2010; Poldrack et al., 2017; Stuart et al., 2014). This gene is a mitochondrial enzyme involved in the metabolization of dopamine, serotonin, and epinephrine/norepinephrine (Garcia-Arocena, 2015; Stuart et al., 2014). Humans carry different variants of the MAO-A gene, thus resulting in different levels of gene expression (Garcia-Arocena, 2015). The normal variant produces high levels of active MAO-A and abnormalities can produce low levels and even the absence of functional MAO-A (Garcia-Arocena, 2015). There have been significant associations with the low-expressing allele variant with higher levels of substance abuse, adolescent behavioral problems, impulsivity, high rates of psychological and physical aggressive behaviors, conduct disorder, and high levels of antisocial traits (Choi, 2020; DeWall et al., 2014; Poldrack et al., 2017; Ouellet-Morin et al., 2016). The low levels of MAO-A in children, in combination with childhood abuse, has a higher risk for the development of conduct disorder, antisocial personality, and violent criminality in adulthood as compared to children with high levels of active MAO-A (Choi, 2020). These conditions significantly increase the risk for IPV perpetration and victimization (Choi,
Approximately 40% of the population carries the low-expression MAO-A gene (Poldrack et al., 2017).

Magnetic resonance imaging studies show the adolescent brain’s region-specific structural and functional vulnerability, with the immature limbic system and prefrontal cortex regions playing a large role in impulsivity among younger populations (Arain et al., 2013; Thompson-Schill et al., 2009). These imaging studies have shown that reduced brain volume and surface area, thus underdevelopment, in the frontal lobe is related to attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and conduct disorder (Arain et al., 2013). These regions are related to attention, impulse control, and stimulus integration abilities (Blum et al., 2008; Karolinska, 2018). The delayed development of the prefrontal cortex also causes deficits in cognitive control and decision making (Thompson-Schill et al., 2009). Genetic studies indicate substantial heritability for frontal lobe impairment, thus resulting in ADHD and conduct behavior (Blum et al., 2008; KM, 2017; Rowe et al., 2010). Both disorders also have the potential to result in higher levels of antisocial behaviors (Blum et al., 2008; Rowe et al., 2010). The underdevelopment of these frontal lobe regions makes the adolescent population highly vulnerable to the development of IPV perpetration and involvement in other acts of violence (Arain et al., 2013).

Lower levels of the neurotransmitter serotonin are linked to declines in control of impulsive and aggressive behaviors (George et al., 2001; Krakowski, 2003; Seo et al., 2008). Serotonin works to inhibit the firing of neurons in the amygdala and regulates the prefrontal cortex, thus lower levels inhibit an individual from anticipating risk and, therefore, increases their impulsivity to engage in aggressive behaviors (Seo et al., 2008). The association with impulsivity and aggression, in addition to comorbid disorders, may be a result of biological predisposition like the imbalance of different neurochemicals (Seo et al., 2008).
There is also extensive research establishing the link between the impairment of the serotonergic system leading to the dysregulation of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex (Seo et al., 2008; Krakowski, 2003). Low levels of serotonin in cerebrospinal fluid are also a marker and predictor of aggressive behaviors (Brain, 2007). Biological studies have found that increased concentrations of the serotonergic metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), in addition to increased neuroendocrine responses to serotonergic probes, increase aggressive behaviors (Siever, 2008).

### B. Limbic System and Subcortical Structures

Hyperactivity of the limbic system has been linked to impulsivity, aggression, and violence (Siever, 2008). The limbic system, composed of three main structures (amygdala, hypothalamus, and the hippocampus), is involved in behavioral and emotional responses (The limbic system, 2019).

Aggression is mainly controlled by the amygdala, which is responsible for regulation, perceptions, and reactions to aggression and fear in the brain (Jhangiani et al., 2014). Enhanced responses and reactivity of the amygdala, coupled with low prefrontal regulation, significantly increases the likelihood of aggressive behaviors (Siever, 2008). This increased activation of the amygdala is significantly correlated with borderline personality disorder patients, contrasting reduced amygdala activity with psychopathy and antisocial personality disorders (Siever, 2008).

Increased hypothalamic activation has been positively correlated with aggression in DV perpetrations (Siever, 2008). Perpetrators of DV often show a lower metabolism in the right hypothalamus as compared to non-DV offenders (George et al., 2004). Studies show that the hypothalamic area is related to the control of aggressive behaviors, thus the hypothalamus is a key component in the neurocircuitry involved in the expression of aggressive behaviors (Gouveia
et al., 2019). Hypothalamic lesions are also often associated with extreme aggression in DV perpetration (Gouveia et al., 2019). Additionally, abnormalities in hippocampal function have been reported in individuals diagnosed with antisocial personality traits and violent subjects (Siever, 2008).

C. History of Head Injury and Frontal Lobe Damage

Individuals suffering a past traumatic brain injury, predominantly affecting the frontal lobes, are more likely to exhibit aggressive behaviors, thus increasing the chance of DV perpetration (Rao et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2018). DV also serves as a common cause of traumatic brain injury among victims (Carmo et al., 2011; Haag et al., 2019; Zieman et al., 2017). Neuropsychological effects of traumatic brain injury include amnesia, declines in executive functioning, and deficits in emotional regulation are common (Williams et al., 2018). Injury to the frontal lobe and cortex is associated with lack of control/self-regulation, poor decision making, and can increase risk of impulsive aggression (Williams et al., 2018), thus causing an increase in violent tendencies as related to patients with injuries in other brain regions (Caterina and Coccaro, 2018; Williams et al., 2018).

Diffuse traumatic brain injury (dTBI) has been linked to significant dyscontrol of patients (impulsiveness, lack of anger control, and aggressiveness) (Thomas et al., 2015). dTBI is caused by external forces causing rapid acceleration and deceleration of the brain within the skull, thus causing axonal shearing and tissue distortion (Thomas et al., 2015). This type of traumatic brain injury causes almost immediate structural and functional damage within the brain, imitating a cascade of secondary complexes that continue to alter neurons minutes, weeks, and even months post injury (Thomas et al., 2015). This cascade involves the activation of cysteine proteases, resulting in contusion-related apoptotic and neurotic cell injury and even cell death (Farkas and
Povlishock, 2007; Thomas et al., 2015). This can lead to irreversible damage can cause long-term declines in cognition and personality, involving an increase in impulsivity within dTBI patients (Kocka and Gagnon, 2014). Animal models, especially in mice, have analyzed this increase of impulsivity and behavioral impairment (Kocka and Gagnon, 2014).

D. Perpetrator Common Psychiatric Disorders

Individuals can be clinically diagnosed using the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), which will list the diagnostic criteria for each disorder. It is important to note that individuals may meet the diagnostic criteria for more than one disorder described below thus, it is important not to limit diagnosis. A summary of these disorders is offered in Table 5.

Antisocial personality disorder (APD) serves as the highest risk factor among mental disorders that predict violence (Filov, 2019). Defined in the DSM-5, APD is an ingrained and dysfunctional thought process that focuses on exploitive, delinquent, and criminal behaviors, most commonly due to the individual’s lack of remorse (Diagnostic, 2017). Reductions in prefrontal gray matter, associated with abnormal brain development, is often associated with individuals diagnosed with APD (Siever, 2008). Structural disparities in the medial temporal cortex of the brain and especially in the hippocampus have been associated with antisocial patients (Siever, 2008). APD develops in 50 to 70% of the adolescent population diagnosed with conduct disorder (Lillig, 2018). Rates of heritability range from 38% to 69% in correlation with environmental factors such as experienced DV abuse in childhood (Fisher and Hany, 2020). Among individuals diagnosed with APD, approximately 3-15% also have psychopathy and 30% have sociopathy (Johnson, 2019). Symptoms of this disorder include a tendency for aggression,
impulsivity, beliefs supporting abuse and rape, and use of substances to justify abuse and/or rape (Johnson, 2019), contributing to increased DV perpetration.

Conduct disorder significantly predicts DV perpetration (Fang et al., 2010; Lillig, 2018). According to the DSM-V, conduct disorder is a diagnosis usually given to adolescents under the age of 18 that repeatedly violate the rights of other individuals and refuse to conform to the law (Diagnostic, 2017). Symptoms of conduct disorder include physical aggression towards people, with a large risk factor for development of the disorder being exposure to domestic violence (Lillig, 2018; McCabe et al., 2005). There is an extensive link between conduct disorder symptoms and increased risk of developing other psychiatric disorders like anxiety, depression, and antisocial personality disorder (Lillig, 2018), therefore, causing conduct disorder to be a large predictor of violent crime.

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms (e.g., hyperactivity, impulsivity, and inattention) are linked to IPV perpetration (Buitelaar et al., 2016; Wymbs et al., 2017). Aggression also serves as a serious symptom of ADHD, with kids and adults alike exhibiting aggressive outbursts due to trouble managing emotion intensity (Kelly, 2021). Preliminary studies present evidence that higher rates of ADHD symptom severity are linked to higher rates of both psychological and physical DV perpetration rates (Wymbs et al., 2017).

Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) traits are positively associated with perpetration of DV and elevated rates of committing violent acts, along with a positive correlation to DV victimization (Jackson et al., 2015, Salters-Pedneault, 2019; Sansone and Sansone, 2012). BPD is diagnosed based on instability of interpersonal relationships, self-image, and effects impulsivity beginning in early adulthood (Diagnostic, 2017). Impulsivity and aggression, when in the presence of extreme emotional sensitivity and dysregulation, in BPD patients can increase
the risk of violence in interpersonal relationships (Siever, 2008). Reduced volume in gray matter of the left orbital frontal cortex, as well as in the right anterior cingulate cortex is also associated with BPD (Siever, 2008). There are four types of BPD: discouraged, self-destructive, impulsive, and petulant (Cherney, 2020). Both impulsive and petulant borderline types are associated with externalized outbursts of violence; these subtypes are more likely to be perpetrators of DV (Ackermann, 2019). BPD also rarely occurs in isolation and is often accompanied by co-occurring disorders such as major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder (Ackermann, 2019), all disorders of which are associated with higher chances of DV perpetration.

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a risk factor for individuals to engage in aggressive and violent behaviors (Barrett et al., 2014; Breet el al., 2019; PTSD, 2020; Sippel and Marshall, 2011; Tull, 2020). PTSD is a mental health condition triggered by a experiencing a traumatic event with uncontrollable flashbacks, nightmares, and severe anxiety as some of the most notable symptoms (Tull, 2020). PTSD is often accompanied by severe depression and outbursts of rage or violence, which increases the risk for both spousal and child abuse rates (Breet et al., 2019; PTSD, 2020). The severity of PTSD is positively associated with violence perpetration over time (Barrett et al., 2014). Men reporting higher severity of PTSD symptoms were three times more likely to commit sexual coercion perpetration than that of men reporting lower severity of symptoms (Breet el al., 2019). PTSD is often present among victims as well.
Table 4. Biological Correlates of Domestic Violence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological Correlates</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetic</td>
<td>Intergenerational Transmission</td>
<td>Arain et al., 2013; Besemer, 2017; Black et al., 2010; Blum et al., 2008; Brain, 2007; Choi, 2020; DeWall et al., 2014; Garcia-Arocena, 2015; George et al., 2001; Hines and Saudino, 2002; Hines and Saudino, 2004; Karolinska, 2018; KM, 2017; Ouellet-Morin et al., 2016; Pinto et al., 2010; Poldrack et al., 2017; Rowe et al., 2010; Safranoff and Tiravassi, 2018; Seo et al., 2008; Stuart et al., 2014; Thompson-Schill et al., 2009;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic</td>
<td>MAO-A Gene</td>
<td>Low expression of the MAO-A gene can cause higher risks of aggression and violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic</td>
<td>Frontal Lobe Development</td>
<td>Underdevelopment of the frontal lobe results in a higher vulnerability of DV perpetration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic</td>
<td>Serotonin</td>
<td>Lower levels of serotonin are linked to increased aggressive and impulsive behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limbic System and Subcortical Structures</td>
<td>Hyperactivity of the limbic system has been linked to impulsivity, aggression, and violence.</td>
<td>George et al., 2004; Gouveia et al., 2019; Jhangiani et al., 2014; Siever, 2008; The, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head Injury and Frontal Lobe Damage</td>
<td>Individual suffering traumatic brain injury effecting the frontal lobes are more likely to be DV perpetrators. Diffuse traumatic brain injury increases impulsivity.</td>
<td>Caterina and Coccaro, 2018; Carmo et al., 2011; Haag et al., 2019; Rao et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2018; Zieman et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrator Psychiatric Disorders</td>
<td>Finding</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD</td>
<td>Highest risk factor for mental illness prediction of violence and significantly increases prevalence of abuse and rape.</td>
<td>Diagnostic, 2017; Filov, 2019; Fisher and Hany, 2020; Lillig, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Predictor of high levels of DV risk.</td>
<td>Diagnostic, 2017; Fang et al., 2010; Johnson, 2019; Lillig, 2018; McCabe et al., 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>Higher symptom severity linked to higher rates of DV.</td>
<td>Buitelaar et al., 2016; Kelly, 2021; Wymbs et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD</td>
<td>Impulsive and petulant BPD linked to being more likely to perpetrate.</td>
<td>Ackermann, 2019; Cherney, 2020; Diagnostic, 2017; Jackson et al., 2015; Salters-Pedneault, 2019; Sansone and Sansone, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>Higher rates of violence over time and higher severity of symptoms results in 3 times more likely to commit sexual coercion.</td>
<td>Barrett et al., 2014; Breet el al., 2019; PTSD, 2020; Sippel and Marshall, 2011; Tull, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods of Assessing Violence

**Questionnaires.** Several valid and reliable actuarial questionnaires have been developed to assess spousal violence, allowing for the assessment of current risk and future risk. A number of these assessments have been developed for research purposes, but they can also be useful in a clinical setting as well. A questionnaire generally contains a set of oral or written questions for a given subject to answer (Debois, 2019; McLeod, 2018). There are two classifications of these tests: rapid and multivariate.

Rapid assessments utilize univariate scaling techniques to provide rapid diagnoses for a range of abnormalities and can often identify persons with violent personalities. These assessments can also assist in identifying people with persistent patterns of past and future violence. Rapid assessments are known to have high scores on both reliability and validity (Reiss and Roth, 2011).

Multivariate scaling techniques are made specifically to measure psychological and mental status associated with violence. In clinical settings, these tests can be used to specifically classify individuals as violent people or having violent personalities. These assessments are often longer and include more questions, giving a comprehensive evaluation of an individual’s behaviors (Hout et al., 2013; Jaworska and Chupetlovska-Anastasova, 2009; Reiss and Roth, 2011).

Advantages of the questionnaire method include affordability, scalability to large scale populations, and comparability to other populations (Debois, 2019). This actuarial approach attempts to assess the risk of an individual by using information derived from group data, and produces a quantitative risk score (Phillips, 2012). Limitations with this method include dishonest answers given, miscommunication and different interpretations of questions, and lack
of conveying emotions of the participant (Debois, 2019; McLeod, 2018). Dishonesty occurs often in self-evaluative questionnaires, especially with DV victims, as respondents may lie due to social desirability, shame of their situation, or fear of the perpetrator (McLeod, 2018).

**Clinical Interviews.** While there are useful quantitative risk instruments for assessing DV, clinicians often find that the most valuable information for assessing risk is obtained through face-to-face interviews. Clinical interviews allow for there to be an individualized assessment of the respondent, as clinicians can ask personalized open-ended questions that allow for clients to elaborate on their thoughts and have a chance to get the general sense of a person (e.g., personality traits, behaviors, emotionality). These interviews also allow for the continuance of assessment through follow-up sessions and enable clinicians to monitor client progress (Clinical, 2016). Important topics to cover in these interviews include, for perpetrators: history of abusive behavior, criminal history, past relationships, childhood abuse experience, history of mental health, current life stressors (Yaxley et al., 2017), and for victims: history of abuse, past relationships, details of recent abusive incident, perceived level of risk from spouse, presence of children in the household and/or pregnancy (Yaxley et al., 2017).

Some challenges with using this method include the fact that these assessments generally rely on a psychiatrist’s intuition and clinical experience, allowing for individual bias and poor interrater reliability (Phillips, 2012). While a psychologist may be unable to determine a numerical value, they are able to use knowledge of violence risk factors to determine whether an individual possesses a low, medium, or high level of threat (Assessing, 2012). A participant’s honesty is also not guaranteed. Several factors can impact a perpetrators’ willingness to disclose violent tendencies. Factors may include feelings of shame or embarrassment, concern for legal action, or whether the individual has already experienced
legal reprimand, report of recent violence may be a violation of parole. For victims, the most important factor that influences disclosing or reporting abuse is fear of the perpetrator, along with feelings of shame and self-blame (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 2020).

**Factors to Consider When Choosing a Risk Assessment Tool.** As stated above, there are several different options when it comes to assessing and conducting DV risk assessments. While there is a large quantity of options available, it is important to note that studies have shown that the combination of clinical interview and actuarial assessments are the most accurate (Assessing, 2012). When determining which assessment to use, factors to consider include:

- Offender or victim focus based assessment
- Goal of risk assessment: to predict violence, reoffending risk, to determine DV homicidal risk, etc.
- Time requirements
- Experience and skill of assessor: some risk assessments do not require skill of clinician while other assessments do

In addition to these factors, it is also important to consider the reliability, validity, and accuracy of each DV risk assessment tool. An inability to determine accuracy may imply that there has been limited research on these tools making them of less predictive value.
Clinical Assessments

A. Personality Factors

Personality traits of individuals should be clinically assessed. There is a large difference between a violent act and a violent personality. Violent acts can often be a result of a situational state undergone by an individual as opposed to the possession of violent personality traits. Individuals who commit state-related violent acts may do so due to special circumstances or situations such as availability of weapons, argument with a spouse, relationship complications, or life stressors such as being fired from a job (Phillips, 2012). In opposition to this, violent and aggressive tendencies can be a trait of an individual’s personality, thus, these individuals will likely have a high frequency of violent acts, a history of aggressive behavior, and high antisocial and/or self-destructive behaviors (Phillips, 2012). Individuals possessing violent personality traits are much more likely to be repeat DV offenders, with both trait anger and impulsivity being significant correlates of DV perpetration and DV arrests (Shorey et al., 2011). Below various state and trait measures will be analyzed.

The State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory-2 (STAXI-2) consists of a 57-item inventory used to measure the intensity of anger as an emotional state and the disposition of an individual to experience anger as a personality trait (STAXI-2, 2021). The STAXI-2 allows for the measure of (1) intensity of anger as an emotional state, (2) frequency of angry feelings experienced over time, and (3) control of anger, allowing for clinicians to see if the anger is externally expressed toward the environment (e.g., persons or objects) or suppressed internally (STAXI-2, 2021). Elevated levels of anger significantly increase the risk for DV perpetration and serve as possible symptoms and/or criterion for the diagnosis of several psychiatric disorders related to
DV such as PTSD, BPD, APD, bipolar disorder, and paranoid personality disorder (Lievaart et al., 2016).

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-2) consists of 567 true/false items used to assess personality traits and psychopathology (Axelrod, 2016; MMPI-2). This psychological assessment can only be given and interpreted by a trained psychologist but is commonly administered by computer and preceded by a clinical interview of the testing psychologist (Axelrod, 2016). The MMPI-2 is made up of 10 clinical subscales to test: hypochondriasis, depression, hysteria, psychopathic deviate, masculinity/femininity, paranoia, psychasthenia, schizophrenia, hypomania, and social introversion (Axelrod, 2016; MMPI-2; Stanborough, 2020). While research has conflicting statistical correlations relating to DV, it is agreed that the MMPI-2 subscales serve as positive indicators for the identification of certain psychological characteristics shared by the overall population of DV perpetrators such as impulsivity and antisocial behaviors (Axelrod, 2016; Valliant et al., 2003; Lawson et al., 2010).

The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) consists of 21 self-reporting items used to measure characteristics and symptoms of depression (BDI; Devries et al., 2013). There are a variety of different forms including those administered on a computer and a shorter 13-tem form coined the BDI-II. It has been found that the BDI-II could help predict IPV victims with moderate to severe mental health symptoms, allowing for this tool to be of use to recognize at-risk patients and for referring IPV victims to mental health services (Houry et al., 2007). Individuals scoring high on the full scale BDI measure have also been linked to higher rates of IPV victimization (Devries et al., 2013).

**B. Domestic Violence Screening**
Clinical assessments are often utilized to measure current DV incidents. The Conflict Tactics Scale is the most widely used measure of intimate partner victimization within heterosexual couples (Cascardi et al., 2018; DeKeseredy and Schwartz, 1998; Straus et al., 1996).

The Conflict Tactics Scale and Revised Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS and CTS2) consists of 39 items used to measure the extent of psychological and physical attacks on a partner in a dating, cohabitating, or marital relationship, in addition to the couples’ use of reasoning and negotiation when dealing with conflicts (CTS2; Straus et al., 1996). Scores on this scale produce scores for both “self” and “partner” for negotiation, psychological aggression, physical assault, sexual coercion, and injury (Straus et al., 1996).

C. Domestic Violence Reoffending

The Spousal Assault Risk Assessment (SARA) consists of a 20-item inventory used to determine the degree of DV risk an individual poses to their partner, children, and other family members (Kropp et al., 1999; SARA, 2015). The first ten of 20 items in total are associated with risk for general violence with the next ten items being directly associated with the offender’s history of spousal abuse in addition to both past and current assaultive behaviors (SARA, 2015). This then classifies individuals in a low, moderate, or high-risk category of reoffending.
Prediction

Shifting the focus from general risk factors to research on specific factors having high predictive value, there are some detailed parameters used for predicting the occurrence of violent behaviors. When excluding subcultural, ecological, and situational factors, there are four main parameters most important for prediction.

1. Prevalence: the number of people within an area, or study population, that have ever committed an act of violence and the likelihood in that population that any given person will be violent

2. Frequency: the rate of violent acts that an individual commits over the time frame of a year

3. Persistence: the duration or length of a person’s history of violence (e.g., how long has it been since their first violent act)

4. Seriousness: how serious and/or extreme are the violent acts committed by the individual (e.g., punching vs. spousal homicide) (Phillips, 2012)

Considerable empirical research has found evidence that the highest predictive factor is the presence and persistence of an individual’s history of violence (Hanson and Wallace, 2017; Hayes, 2016; Johnson, 2008; National, 2015; North, 2016; Phillips, 2012; Predicting, 1998; Recidivism, 2013; Snowden et al., 2009; Stoddard et al., 2015). With DV, DV homicides are preceded by prior domestic violence more than 90% of the time, with nearly 50% of DV murderers having had a restraining order placed against them in the past (Barnowski and Drake, 2007; Hayes, 2016). In a 2013 study specifically analyzing DV recidivism, DV offenders have been found to have higher rates of overall recidivism (36% convicted of a new felony or misdemeanor within 36-months) compared to non-DV offenders (30% convicted), as well as
higher rates of DV recidivism (18% convicted of a new DV felony or misdemeanor) as compared to non-DV offenders (4% convicted) (Recidivism, 2013). Findings of this study indicate that DV recidivism is positively predicted by past DV offense. Another study revealed that the number of prior convictions increased the offender’s odds of re-arrest, with each prior criminal offense conviction increasing the offender’s odds of re-arrest by 1.2 and each prior DV offense increasing the odds of re-arrest by .76 (Johnson, 2008). This data also supports that both the frequency and persistence of past violence has predictive power over future re-offense. Each time an individual commits a violent act, it is more probable that violence will reoccur again in the future, thus the probability of violence increases in a positive linear pattern with the frequency and persistence of past violent acts (Hanson and Wallace, 2017; Johnson, 2008; Recidivism, 2013; Snowden et al., 2009).

There is mixed literature regarding the predictive ability of the seriousness of violent acts, but there is some evidence that severe violence can predict future severe re-assault within a 4-month period (Weisz et al., 2000).

Regarding clinical assessments, there is some evidence of predictive validity in these measures. When tested on a population of DV criminal offenders, it has been found that elevated scores on the hypomania subscale (related to impulsivity) of the MMPI-2 have been found to be a significant predictor of DV recidivists and the increase in re-offense (Valliant et al., 2003). The SARA is also a tool that has shown predictive evidence for future re-offense, with several individual items having high predictive validity of future violence, as well as the total score of the assessment having a significant statistical improvement of predicting violence over chance alone (Kropp et al., 1999; SARA, 2015; Svalin and Levander, 2020).
Results

This review includes five instruments used in the examination of DV and IPV risk assessment (See Table 6). These tools range from 20 to 567 items to determine the risk of DV perpetration, re-assault, and/or were designed for the use in varied contexts such as clinical use. The risk factors used in these tools extensively focus on perpetrator history, personality, and psychopathology. Two versions of the Conflict Tactics Scale and Beck Depression Inventory were included because it was determined that each version had varied uses in different contexts and dependent on the information that was available for each version.

Reliability and Validity. This review included instruments that tested reliability, validity, and accuracy. While different articles reported on different aspects of each assessment tools’ reliability and validity, data was combined to get a comprehensive view of these scores. Numerous studies examined more than one psychometric property of a given instrument. These psychometric properties include internal reliability, interrater reliability, construct validity, concurrent validity, and predictive validity. Given the purpose of DV risk assessment tools, the most common psychometric property studied was predictive validity. Findings linked to all above properties of reliability and validity was only available for one instrument: SARA (see table 6). Reliability scores are denoted by the reliability coefficient “r” that ranges from 0 (no reliability) to 1.00 (perfect reliability). Typically, a reliability score of 0.8 or higher is considered good and reliable. Validity scores are denoted by the validity coefficient ranging from 0 (no validity) to 1.00 (perfect validity). Validity scores ranging 0.4 or higher indicate an assessment being valid.
Table 6. Clinical Assessments used to identify DV perpetration personality traits, DV screening, and DV re-offense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Assessment; Authors, Date</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Reliability Score</th>
<th>Validity Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory (BDI); Beck, Steer, Brown (1996)</td>
<td>Designed to measure the severity of depression and depressive symptomology</td>
<td>BDI: 0.73 to 0.93</td>
<td>0.60 to 0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BDI-II: 0.81 to 0.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test-retest specific: 0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS); Straus (1979)</td>
<td>Measures the extent of psychological and physical attacks on an intimate Partner: couples’ use of reasoning and negotiation when dealing with conflicts</td>
<td>0.79 to 0.95</td>
<td>Some evidence of construct validity, no solid value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-2); Hathaway, McKinley (1989)</td>
<td>Used to assess personality traits and psychopathology</td>
<td>0.50 to 0.80; Subtest for Hypochondriasis has highest reliability</td>
<td>Some evidence of good convergent and discriminant validity; assessment additionally contains three validity scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spousal Assault Risk Assessment (SARA); Kropp (2015)</td>
<td>Used to assess spousal risk individuals who are suspected of spousal abuse</td>
<td>Internal: 0.65 to 0.78</td>
<td>Construct: 0.63 to 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interrater: 0.52 to 0.88</td>
<td>Concurrent: 0.43 or higher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Predictive: 0.49 to 0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory (STAXI-2); Spielberger (1999)</td>
<td>Measures the intensity of anger as an emotional state and the disposition of an individual to experience anger as a personality trait</td>
<td>0.73 to 0.76</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Instrument Locations and Administration.** The risk assessment tools identified in this study were tested in numerous other countries, thus allowing for cross-cultural scalability of each study. Most tools were conducted in the United States, followed by Canada, and were tested in a variety of different languages with English and Spanish being the most widely used version. These risk assessment tools were administered or coded by researchers (BDI, MMPI-2; CTS, SARA, STAXI-2), with three allowing for self-administration (BDI, CTS, STAXI-2). Specifically, some tools like the SARA have been administered or coded by individuals apart from clinicians, such as law enforcement, counselors, and mental health staff.

**DV Risk Factors.** This review compiles 30 risk factors that are pertinent for determining risk of DV/IPV perpetration and/or victimization. These risk factors are categorized into two different types: (1) fixed and (2) variable. Fixed factors are unable to change (e.g., biological sex, ethnicity, and date of birth). Variable factors can change spontaneously within a subject and can be changed due to intervention or treatment (e.g., income, peers, employment). It is important to note that risk factors and the outcome cannot be assumed as automatic or to be of the same pertinence within different populations and individuals. The same holds true for DV risk factors, as there remains a high number of DV cases not reported, thus it is to be assumed that these risk factors, while accurate, may have pitfalls.
Discussion

Given the critical need to prevent DV, it is imperative that psychologists be equipped with DV/IPV risk assessment instruments that are valid, reliable, accessible, easy to use, and appropriate for their practice. It is also important to have a list of DV risk factors to look for and apply that will be appropriate for their setting and clients of interest. This thesis synthesized research regarding both these instruments and risk factors is feasible for use in identifying high risk of DV and allowing for the use of this identified risk in possibly predicting and preventing future DV incidents.

Five different DV risk assessments were identified. Review of these findings indicate that these instruments are useful to aid in the identification of DV personality traits, as well as determining risk of occurrence and re-offense. Reliability was reported as, generally, high across these instruments indicating that these tools are reliable. Predictive validity, while commonly examined as the key aim for risk assessment, was underreported for four out of the five instruments. Further, there were mixed reporting of validity and reliability from various researchers and studies, thus it is imperative for there to be future research into these psychometric properties within DV risk assessment tools. In use within a clinical setting, these identified tools can be of great use to psychologists, as they can mold the administration of these assessments to real-world settings and individuals. This would contribute to the most appropriate use and success of these tools. Furthermore, while these tools have been examined in several different countries, the primary literature investigated was conducted in North American countries, therefore, further research should be done in the administration of these assessments in non-Western countries. Evidence shows that the Spousal Assault Risk Assessment (SARA) is the best predictive risk assessment for future re-offense, with several individual items having high
predictive validity of future violence, as well as the total score of the assessment having a significant statistical improvement of predicting violence over chance alone (Kropp et al., 1999; SARA, 2015; Svalin and Levander, 2020).

There were 30 risk factors linked to DV perpetration identified in this thesis. Comprehensive research of these factors indicates that there is a high correlation with each of these factors to increase risk of DV perpetration and victimization. These risk factors and the associated risk outcome judgements cannot be assumed as automatic or to be of the same pertinence within different populations and individuals. While an individual may possess varying risk factors, these factors do not provide an automatic risk outcome, therefore, it is important for clinicians to use these factors as an aid in the prediction of DV outcomes, but not limit conclusions to one factor or set of factors. The highest predictive factor for recidivism is the presence of a history of violence (Hanson and Wallace, 2017; Hayes, 2016; Johnson, 2008; National, 2015; North, 2016; Phillips, 2012; Predicting, 1998; Recidivism, 2013; Snowden et al., 2009; Stoddard et al., 2015). Each time an individual commits a violent act, it is more probable that violence will reoccur again in the future, therefore, probability of violence increases in a positive linear pattern with the frequency and persistence of past violent acts (Hanson and Wallace, 2017; Johnson, 2008; Recidivism, 2013; Snowden et al., 2009). This finding is crucial, as this risk factor is the most accurate predictive measure that needs to be utilized when analyzing DV perpetration. Other factors to consider include common victimization disorders. The most common disorders for victims of DV include depression, PTSD, and anxiety (Capaldi et al., 2012; Intimate, n.d.).

Findings should be considered when taking into account existing limitations in this research. Given the well-established finding that DV incidents remain highly underreported (Morgan et al., 2019), it is understood that the findings in the research found are likely
an unrepresentative sample of DV occurrences. Additionally, thus far most research for DV has been conducted in heterosexual relationships with the primary focus on male perpetrators (Dutton, 2012). Due to male perpetration being vastly underreported, data is also limited for heterosexual couples with female perpetration and LGBTQIA relationships (Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, n.d). Despite trying for a comprehensive research strategy, all relevant DV risk assessments and factors were not identified. The limit to this research is further impounded by studies only available in English, thus relevant studies in other languages, regions, and cross-cultural contexts may have been neglected. It is also important to note that only using these risk factors and assessments can be a flawed approach, as some individuals who display these factors never commit any acts of DV.

Despite the limitations distinguished above, this review still gathered important research and findings for the use of DV and IPV clinical professionals by compiling the reliability, validity, practicability, and comprehensive list of high predicting factors for DV perpetration, victimization, and recidivism. While this is the most current version of a comprehensive list, new studies evaluating risk factors and assessments are developed annually. Even after nearly 50 years of DV risk assessment development, the ability to predict violence remains a possibility but still needs further research. Prediction of violence remains an everchanging mission that will need constant readaptation.
Conclusion

Due to the high prevalence of DV in the United States and across the world, as well as the significant psychological and mental health issues that arise in both victims and perpetrators, it is essential for there to be both clinical and risk assessment for DV. The ability to identify individuals who are at greater risk for DV perpetration, in addition to the ability to accurately predict the risk of an offender to commit a violent act again, would serve numerous purposes in the criminal justice system, clinical settings, treatment options, and victim safety planning. The benefits of DV risk assessments tools and their predictive value remain vast, but also come with limitations.

This thesis demonstrates that there are numerous options in risk factors and assessment that are available for use to help clinicians predict the risk of DV perpetration and recidivism. Due to limited research pertaining to both these factors and instruments, it remains unknown which approach (actuarial or clinical judgement) or set of tools is the most accurate in predicting DV. With this, this thesis has clearly identified a comprehensive collection of individual risk factors and assessments that can be used for the prediction of DV recidivism. A history of past violence, in addition to higher scores of the SARA assessment, have been found as the most useful tools when predicting DV.

It is advised that this topic continue to be researched. Due to a continuing increase in research of risk factors and risk assessments, the field will be constantly changing. There are several factors an assessor needs to use in order to choose the most successful tools. These factors include the population in question, the individual they are assessing, and the purpose of the assessments being utilized. It is important for clinicians to keep in mind strengths and weaknesses of each assessment as well as various elements confounding risk factor applicability.
Keeping in mind all these elements, there is a possibility for the use of this comprehensive collection of risk tools for the prediction of DV and for future publications to add to current research in order to develop an in-depth guide to the prediction of DV.
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